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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor is a 3-mile project that will create a robust,
multimodal commuting, emergency management and equitable access corridor stretching from the City
of Allentown through Whitehall Township in Pennsylvania. The driving theme behind this shovel-ready
project is providing safe, healthy and efficient transportation mode choices by connecting roadways,
transit, sidewalks and trails into a more equitable and sustainable system.
In addition to the project objectives Riverside Drive is a brownfield redevelopment and unites the efforts
of 29 municipalities, five counties, the state government, six non-profit organizations and over 800 businesses to form the single most significant public-private partnership in the Lehigh Valley today. The
Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor supports existing neighborhoods and a traditional
manufacturing area, while simultaneously reinforcing existing infrastructure assets critical to the continued operation and growth one of the world’s fastest-growing logistics hubs: the Lehigh Valley.
Of critical importance to the equity, economy, environment, workforce, transit and freight movement, this
project acts as a keystone linking the Lehigh Valley’s most highly traveled highway, Route 22, to the
local road, sidewalk and transit network. The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor is the
center of the region’s mobility and economy, connecting job and freight centers more equitably in urban
Allentown and suburban Whitehall Township. This project also establishes critical linkages to the Lehigh
Valley International Airport and its cargo operations (95,000 tons/year), three industrial parks, including
the new FedEx Ground facility, the largest in the company’s portfolio. Each of these locations is critical
to suppling goods to the Northeast US and points west.
Additionally, the project connects the region’s largest suburban retail-commercial areas and two of the
biggest office clusters to adjacent residential neighborhoods and the Route 22 highway. Route 22, as
the Lehigh Valley’s Main Street, is vital to moving people and goods into and out of these established
and growing employment and residential centers. Riverside Drive will connect, through the Fullerton
Avenue interchange, to Route 22 improving access overall, but also supporting essential emergency
management and safety operations across transportation modes, industrial, office, retail-commercial
and residential clusters.
Pedestrians, cyclists and the mobility impaired will also have safe access to schools, jobs, shopping,
entertainment and residential areas, where it does not currently exist. Riverside Drive creates a new
complete street and connects to the existing sidewalk and trails networks. This newly designated commuter corridor also closes Pennsylvania’s highest priority trail gap between Whitehall Township and
Allentown along the Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor (D&L) and co-located September
11th National Memorial Trail. The project will simultaneously provide a missing north-south connection
between the Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Authority’s (LANTA) bus rapid transit network
linking Downtown Allentown and the suburban office-industrial-retail-commercial areas that are adjacent
to the corridor.
Lastly, significant environmental justice improvements will be made through the Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor Project as the largely low-to-moderate income residents of areas of
Allentown and Whitehall will have uninterrupted and safe access to schools and parks facilities and
major economic centers for employment and day-to-day needs. Concurrently, the project preserves the
historical and natural resources of the Lehigh River and creates new recreational opportunities. When
completed, the project will re-establish neighborhood access to the Lehigh River and the variety of activities it has to offer, after generations of being isolated from it.
The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor Project consists of three elements: Hamilton
Gateway, Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment, and Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail, which are further described in Section I: Project Description. The main benefits of the project include:
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Safety - The multimodal corridor transects State Route 22, the region’s highest traveled, congested,
high-crash highway, which is also a designated critical urban freight corridor. More than 115,000 vehicles per day travel Route 22, and over $52 million in federal, state and local dollars (Lehigh Valley
Transportation Improvement Program) are being utilized to maintain and improve safety on this key
highway asset. More vehicles utilize US Route 22 in this location than any other roadway or road segment in the Lehigh Valley. Riverside Drive is designed to provide local arterial access to the region’s
most extensive job and residential centers, while managing congestion and improving emergency access between the Lehigh Valley International Airport, Route 22 and Downtown Allentown. The Riverside
Drive project is anticipated to support the reduction of fatalities and crashes, as identified in the regional
Traffic Safety Plan, by offering safe walking, biking, ADA and transit connections missing or inhibited by
current highway and local road alignments.
Collaboration and Resource Leveraging - There are more than 20 local partners from public, private and non-profit sectors working together and sharing resources to plan and implement this critical
transportation project. Additionally, the corridor project is a key element in important local and regional planning documents, including the FutureLV: The Regional Plan, the Lehigh Valley’s Long-Range
Transportation Plan and Comprehensive Plan, Walk/RollLV: Active Transportation Plan, Traffic Safety
Plan and the Lehigh Valley Greenways Plan. The project also builds on the transit and multimodal work
completed under a 2011 US Department of Housing and Urban Development Sustainable Communities
Planning grant. The project’s former industrial area and abandoned rail bed, both brownfields, have
been a priority for the region’s redevelopment program, which has provided over $400,000 in funding
for the project through the US Environmental Protection Agency Brownfield Program. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania also supports the project through the Pennsylvania Department of Community
and Economic Development, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Multimodal Transportation
Program and the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Community Conservation Partnership, each have added funding to assist the Riverside Drive project to reach the next
implementation phase.
Active Transportation, Public Health and Energy - Riverside Drive connects on-road and off-road
transportation assets to create a seamless, 165-mile Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
Trail Network. This corridor is the centerpiece of the on-to-off-road commuter network in the Lehigh
Valley, as identified in the Walk/RollLV: Active Transportation Plan. The Riverside Drive trails, pedestrian and ADA pathways and bicycle infrastructure will offer travel options that connect employees to
jobs in the urban center of Allentown, suburban community of Whitehall and Hanover Townships and to
the industrial-office center around the Lehigh Valley International Airport. The Lehigh Valley is a non-attainment area for ozone, and this alternate transportation corridor will help reduce vehicular emissions,
greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption as a strategic congestion mitigation investment
and through the connection of existing transit routes, sidewalks and trails, bikeways and roadways. An
active, healthy transportation system where all modes are equal and equitable is critical to addressing
persistent poverty especially among the minority and disabled residents within the project area.
State and Regional High Priority – US Route 22 is the busiest roadway in the Lehigh Valley, with
its highest traffic volumes at the Fullerton Avenue Interchange where Riverside Drive connects. As a
congested, critical urban freight and high-crash corridor, Route 22 itself poses unique challenges that
a series of recent and on-going improvements are helping to manage. Riverside Drive is a keystone
element and next step to reinforce the local road network that feeds Route 22 and offer new emergency,
transit, rolling and pedestrian connections. This is particularly important as the Riverside Drive project
area connects major freight, commercial-office, regional shopping and residential populations. With over
40 million new square feet of new industrial development in construction in the last five years, much in
the project area or immediately adjacent the management of the highway-to-airport-to-population centers is critical to the Lehigh Valley’s current and future mobility. What is locally called “The 22 Project”
includes the Riverside Drive arterial connection as a safe, multimodal connection between destinations.
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To accomplish global mobility and safety goals, this project closes Pennsylvania’s highest priority trail
gap: a stretch between Whitehall Township and the City of Allentown along the Delaware & Lehigh
National Heritage Corridor/911 Memorial Trail Network. The trail supports a continuous on-road and
off-road commuter corridor, preserves historical and natural resources, and creates new recreational
and economic opportunities while connecting, managing and refining the existing transportation system
making it more resilient, equitable, healthier and safer.
Equitable Economic Development - The Riverside Drive project area is the most economically distressed in the Lehigh Valley, with 26.1% of residents in poverty, leading to a federal Opportunity Zone in
an adjacent neighborhood, per the December 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Between 21%-30% of residents are in zero vehicle households and 21%-27% of the population is disabled. Multimodal accessibility is critical to these households who are currently underserved. When coupled with the fact that the
minority population is 19%-52% of area’s residents the environmental justice and equity need grows.
Investment in the brownfield redevelopment of the former RJ Corman rail line and former Lehigh Structural Steel site into Riverside Drive and The Waterfront mixed-use development will significantly improve the health, safety, welfare, mobility, educational and employment center access. In over fifty years
no significant investment has been made in this project area outside of US Route 22 and the public-private-non-profit partnership forged to create a transformative community-lead transportation as economic development project is imperative to lifting thousands out of poverty. The Lehigh Structural Steel site
redevelopment, called The Waterfront, alone is anticipated to increase annual real estate taxes from
$120,000 (2012 baseline) to more than $4 million annually across its 29-acre campus upon completion.
The development will yield upwards of 2,900 permanent jobs between five commercial office buildings
and more than 750 residents between four residential complexes. Riverside Drive, coupled with private
sector investment, supports neighborhood, industrial and commercial stabilization, reuse, and revitalization, with the capacity to create over $100 million in new opportunities in our region’s most economically
challenged area.

Continuous on-road
+ off-road commuter
corridor
Preserved historic +
natural resources
Improved safety,
public health +
economy

2.9
The total benefit-cost
ratio for the project
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PROJECT ELEMENTS

The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization
Corridor Project (Riverside Drive) is the culmination of many years of redevelopment efforts
by multiple partners in the Lehigh Valley to
bring the Lehigh River back to a state of prominence and productive use to the community,
refine and connect transportation corridors and
increase multimodal access and safety. For
more than a century, industrial development,
railroad lines and US Route 22 have cut the
community off from the river and access to
adjacent employment centers. The residents of
Whitehall Township and City of Allentown has
suffered the most from a disconnected transportation system, resulting persistent poverty
and even lowered health outcomes.
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Featured as the critical implementation project
in FutureLV: The Regional Plan, the long-range
transportation and comprehensive land use
plan for the Lehigh Valley, Riverside Drive is
specifically identified as an opportunity to “for
creating denser, mixed-use and transit-supported development and to guide efforts to improve
the transportation network by private, non-profit
organizations, government agencies and individuals.” Additionally, this corridor is identified
as the highest priority catalytic project in the
region’s Walk/RollLV: An Active Transportation
Plan. The planning process for Walk/RollLV
specifically identified this project as one that
has the potential to significantly address known
safety issues, improve connectivity, facilitate
access, mitigate congestion and serve disadvantaged communities. To read these plans
for the region, visit: RAISERiversideDrive.com.

D&L Trail
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The 3-mile project will connect and create a
robust, multimodal commuting corridor, stretching from the City of Allentown through Whitehall Township. It will provide safe and efficient
transportation mode choices by connecting
roadways, transit, sidewalks and trails into a
seamless more equitable, accessible and
sustainable corridor than bridges development
and the natural environment. Riverside Drive is
the Lehigh Valley’s keystone by organizing and
connecting the Lehigh Valley’s office, industrial,
residential, natural and recreational assets as
a complete, healthy community with a safe,
multimodal transportation corridor as the
spine.
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The project will create an alternative north-south route for vehicular, pedestrian, disabled, bicycle and
bus traffic. Currently, higher-order roads such as US Route 22, State Route 145/MacArthur Road and
Front Street/Fullerton Avenue, sever the Allentown and Whitehall neighborhoods along the Lehigh River
from access to adjacent employment centers. Riverside Drive will establish safe and accessible connections between job and residential neighborhoods and connect multiple minor east-west streets along
the waterfront and resolve traffic conflicts at problem intersections. Moreover, key emergency management and community connections will be made to Fullerton Avenue at US Route 22 and Lehigh Avenue/
Race Street via the Riverside Drive project. Coordination of and access across modes for a safer and
more equitable transportation system is the primary goal. Riverside Drive achieves this by creating
a more direct, modern transportation facility that accommodates all modes of travel safely.
Riverside Drive will occupy a former and vacated rail bed right-of-way. Planned as a complete street,
Riverside Drive will be a road, trail and transit route, and will intersect with existing road, sidewalk,
transit and trail networks at several points. Phases of construction are separated into manageable units
between key transportation connection points. The project is comprised of three elements: Hamilton
Gateway, Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment and Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail. The road and
multimodal path will be adjacent to each other in Element 1, Element 2 and Element 3 until Wood Street
(just north of US Route 22), and then a walking, rolling and emergency services access path will continue north to complete Element 3.
All phases generally incorporate grading, concrete curbing, markings, painted crosswalks, inlets, green
infrastructure, streetlights and trees, sidewalks and/or paved trail, handicap ramps, transit stops and
signage. Each unit also allows for permits, engineering, surveying, contingencies, traffic control and
mobilization/demobilization.
The project is rooted in equitable economic revitalization and specifically is designed to link and unify a
diverse, high-poverty, low-mobility access population to schools, employment and service centers, recreational and natural assets. The residents, including children, elderly, mobility-impaired and workers,
will have improved access via Riverside Drive. This corridor is in one of the Lehigh Valley’s low access
to opportunity areas, per the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC) Equity Analysis, completed
in 2020. The equity score for the project area makes the Riverside Drive one of the highest long-range
transportation plan priorities, offering an opportunity to reduce negative environmental justice impacts in an underserved area. The equity
HEALTHY TRANSPORTATION
analysis is available on the project website:
RAISERiversideDrive.com.
Appalachian Trail

The completion of this on-to-off-road commuter corridor will allow for existing transit routes,
sidewalks, bikeways and other trails to connect
into a seamless multimodal system. With the
construction of Riverside Drive a 103.86-mile
sidewalk network in the Whitehall Area will be
connected to a 420.44-mile Allentown and Bethlehem sidewalk system. The Riverside Drive
project connection results in over 524 miles of
interconnected walk/rollways, which will be the
476
largest in the region and establish access between educational facilities and multiple job and
services centers, that for over 50 years have
been isolated because of the barrier created
by US Route 22. Several existing on-to-offroad connections via the region’s trail network will also be incorporated including Appalachian National
Scenic Trail, Nor-Bath Trail, Ironton Rail Trail, Slate Heritage Trail, D&L Trail/ September 11th National
Memorial Trail, Jordan Creek Greenway Trail, Northern Lehigh Rail Trail, and Lehigh River Water Trail
providing vast access between urban-suburban and rural portions of the Lehigh Valley and adjacent
regions and states.
D&L Trail

Slate
Heritage
Trail

Borough
of Bath

Nor-Bath
Trail

JohnstonHousenick
Park
Complex

Ironton
Rail Trail

Trexler
Nature
Preserve

Jordan Creek
Greenway

Monocacy Way

Lehigh River
Water Trail

Auburn Cross Trail
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Element 1 - Hamilton Gateway - Segment Length 1,000 feet
The Hamilton Gateway offers a new, safer traffic
arrangement at the base of this impactful corridor with
the new construction of Riverside Drive. The project
will be a complete street with a 36-foot, two-lane,
shared-use road and ten-foot sidewalk, replacing an
abandoned rail right-of-way in Allentown. The segment of Riverside Drive in this element extends from
Union Street heading north to Linden Street.
The Hamilton Gateway Element is a strategic connector between Allentown’s Downtown, South and Eastside neighborhoods and the Lehigh River waterfront.
Currently, the area is marked by a series of confusing
vehicle-only roadways, the Hamilton Street Bridge
and disconnected sidewalks and the current western
end of the D&L Trail. The area is currently served by
Lanta Bus Routes 101, 102, 105, 107, 210, 220, 319
and 324 with 46 stops within and up to a half-mile of
Riverside Drive. With over 2,000 weekly transit users
the area has some of the highest transit ridership in
the Lehigh Valley. These routes serve the adjacent
Visualization Conceptualizing Hamilton Gateway:
transportation-disadvantaged neighborhood,
Before and After
including census tracts four and five that are Areas
of Persistent Poverty. The Hamilton Gateway is the southern terminus of this project and, provides a
connection to the Allentown Bus Terminal, with intercity bus service provided by Amtrak, Greyhound
and Trans-Bridge Lines and points east, including the Allentown Transportation Center. The project will
support and increase this ridership by adding opportunities for access to the network. Nevertheless, the
Hamilton Gateway Element lacks vehicle, pedestrian, ADA and cycling safety due to a lack of connection within and between modes of travel.
This segment overall lacks connected or safe pedestrian, bicycle and transit facilities. The road configuration at the convergence of Hamilton Street, Front Street, Walnut Street and Union Street is confusing
and impractical for drivers and where transit, pedestrian and cycling facilities exist proper connectivity
creates often dangerous conditions. The western end of the Hamilton Street Bridge meets this network,
offering a mixture of one-way roads, several ramps and at-grade intersections with complex geometry—
which creates an overall lack of coherence for drivers, transit riders, pedestrians and rollers approaching Downtown Allentown from the south or east. The adjacent bridge crossing the Lehigh River affords
little opportunity for motorists or multimodal system users to decide where to travel, resulting in safety
issues. Riverside Drive creates connectivity between City neighborhoods, creates safe transit stops and
coordinates or adds walking and rolling infrastructure. Ultimately, this improves and supports transportation options for the tourists, industrial, office and residential users at the Hamilton Gateway.
In addition, this Element of the Riverside Drive Project is beginning to see investment. The America
on Wheels Museum, dedicated to historic American wheeled transportation, is located at the corner
of Hamilton and Front streets. Across the street, RB Collection, a classic car restoration facility, was
recently renovated and opened and additional light industrial is planned adjacent to the museum. The
D&L Trail currently ends at the America on Wheels Museum. This location is at the four corners of the
Downtown, Southside, Eastside and Riverfront Neighborhoods and offers an opportunity to not only
improve transportation safety, connectivity and accessibility but reinforce community pride.
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Land uses the Hamilton Gateway also converge, and industrial, residential, commercial, recreational,
transportation, tourism and natural resources will be supported by the project that will build a positive
impression for residents, businesses, customers, tourists and commuters. Providing safe and convenient access for the delivery of goods and people while continuing to honor the Lehigh River and its
many natural features is at the heart of the Hamilton Gateway Element of the Riverside Drive.

Element 2 - Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment Segment Length 4,700 feet
The Lehigh Riverfront spans approximately 126 acres of land from the Hamilton Street Bridge to the
American Parkway Bridge along the Lehigh River in Allentown. This vibrant, yet persistently poor neighborhood, is a mix of active light industrial, row and single-family detached homes, corner stores, still
vacant and some now reclaimed brownfields. Riverside Drive will unite the various community assets
and support the remediation of actively reclaiming and yet-to-be revitalized environmental justice lands.
The new Complete Street will include a 36-foot, two-lane, shared-use thoroughfare with ten-foot paved
sidewalk, from Linden Street to the south to Furnace Street to the north. The Allentown Riverfront
Redevelopment Element 2 also includes infrastructure creation and improvements along with a parking
structure on 26 acres of former brownfield located in between the proposed Riverside Drive and the Lehigh River. The parking deck is fully funded and will ultimately support the redevelopment of two major
riverfront brownfield sites. The new LANTA Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit line is being coordinated
based on existing neighborhood needs and coordinated with the Waterfront Redevelopment in this
Element. The LANTA Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit line will run on East-West on Tilghman Street,
through the Allentown Riverfront Neighborhood and Waterfront Redevelopment. Ultimately, the LANTA
Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit line connects to the Bethlehem Transportation Center and Easton
Transportation Center uniting all three Lehigh Valley cities. Riverside Drive will provide the north-south
connection supplementing and further connecting the Allentown Riverfront Neighborhood to two regional-suburban shopping districts and the office-commercial-industrial-transportation district around the
Lehigh Valley International Airport.
The Waterfront Development Company is the private developer leading the Waterfront Redevelopment Project, known as “The Waterfront”. The Waterfront, is being constructed on remediated, vacant,
former brownfield lands once the site of Lehigh Structural Steel. At an investment of $425 million, five
Class A office buildings, four apartment complexes, three parking structures, and a range of outdoor
recreational destinations are in construction or in the planning stages at The Waterfront. Each new
building will also feature street-level commercial space to coordinate with the character and pedestri-

Rendering of 645 Waterfront Drive: Before and After
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an scale of the adjacent residential neighborhood. Riverside Drive will run roughly along the western
edge of The Waterfront providing connection to the redevelopment site and east-west street grid in the
adjacent neighborhood.
The Waterfront Redevelopment also, includes a $14 million public Riverwalk along the Lehigh. The
Riverwalk will be open to the public and connected via ADA-accessible sidewalks, crosswalks and
bikeways to Riverside Drive and the long-underserved residential neighborhood, both immediately to
the west. Of note, prior to the remediation of The Waterfront site, the neighborhood had no safe access
to the Lehigh River. The Riverwalk will connect numerous outdoor plazas and offer direct access to
the Lehigh River via on-site floating docks. The new Riverwalk and parking structures at the Waterfront
Redevelopment site connect to Riverside Drive to support use of the site, D&L/911 Memorial Trail and
new park and commercial amenities.
The Waterfront redevelopment serves another key purpose that supports, not only the Riverside Drive
Project but the neighborhood. The Waterfront was once occupied by Lehigh Structural Steel. The steel
plant closed in 1983 and the community overlooked a vacant, blighted and contaminated industrial
site until remediation work began several years ago. A vast number of Lehigh Structural Steel’s 350
employees live in the adjacent neighborhood and in addition to losing their jobs were forced to accept
benefit concessions when the plant closed. Because of the lack of a safe, coordinated multimodal
transportation system finding new employment has been difficult and led multi-decade, multi-generational isolation and poverty, while the densest job and service centers in the region lie immediately to
the north, east and west. Riverside Drive provides transportation equity by connecting the Allentown
Riverfront Neighborhood to nearby employment centers and supports additional employment opportunities at The Waterfront redevelopment.
Globally, the Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment area hosts a variety of existing manufacturing and
industrial businesses, largely centered around automobiles, which supports the America on Wheels
Museum near the Hamilton Gateway. The surrounding neighborhood is incredibly dense, with hundreds
of historic homes and neighborhood business buildings, demographically diverse, as well as an Area
of Persistent Poverty. Having the LANTA Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit line provide a key east-west
connection and Riverside Drive the north-south connection will allow more options, connectivity and
ultimately, equity. Existing and new jobs and greater connectivity to adjacent employment centers will
be supported or created because of Riverside Drive in the Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment area.

Element 3 - Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail - Segment Length
10,000 feet
The Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail Element is the continuation of Riverside Drive as a two-lane,
28-foot-wide road and 12-foot paved trail in Whitehall Township on abandoned former RJ Corman rail
line. The two-lane road and 12-foot wide, two-lane bikeway and sidewalk will connect into the street
grid at Wood Street. Wood Street is immediately adjacent to Fullerton Avenue at its interchange to US
Route 22, creating a new vehicle access route to the Allentown Riverfront Neighborhood via Riverside
Drive.
North of Wood Avenue, Riverside Drive will become a transit and emergency services only paved
throughway and pedestrian and bicycle path terminating at Lehigh Avenue just south of Bridge/Race
Street. The northern segment of the Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail is envisioned to be like the Atlanta BeltLine, that creates an off-road to on-road commuter corridor connection between the MacArthur
Road Regional Shopping District to the west, Lehigh Valley International Airport District to the East and
to suburban and rural destinations, including the Appalachian Trail to the north. The Trail/Transit and
Emergency Services portion reconnects to the street grid at Lehigh Avenue.
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Currently, emergency services access is nearly impossible in this segment of the project area due to
the mix of historic industrial and residential development that abuts the former rail line to the west. The
Lehigh River abuts the proposed Riverside Drive in this element to the east. The Whitehall Riverside
Drive and Trail Element resolves the critical regional need of a transit and emergency management
services route, connecting the commercial-industrial area around the Lehigh Valley International Airport
and regional shopping and residential community to Route 22. With over 30 million new square feet
of industrial added at and around the airport, over the last six years a significant number of new jobs
and new transportation movements are occurring. This has created significant stress on minor and
major roads and bridges, transit system, emergency services (police, fire, ambulance) and even workers. Private companies, Lehigh Valley International Airport, municipal governments, Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, LANTA and others have and continue to invest time
and resources to coordinate freight, employment and residential growth immediately adjacent to the
northern terminus of Riverside Drive. As individual resources are limited, these public-private-non-profit
partnerships are invaluable to resolving existing and new needs. A dedicated transit and emergency
management only route, co-located with the pedestrian route and bikeway, supports overall management of the transportation system in a new and innovative way without adding additional strain on the
existing local road system. This supports the additional freight and commuting traffic and safely opens
new multimodal connections to key locations. The Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail Element is the
transit, emergency management, pedestrian and bicycle ‘relief valve’, simultaneously supporting the
surrounding network and opening enhanced mobility options for non-personal and non-freight modes.
Bike, pedestrian, mobility-impaired and transit traffic are the focus of the design throughout all elements.
Simultaneously, building the road and trail together provides a cost-saving measure. It also includes
connectivity of diverse populations across multi-municipal borders. The transit, emergency services,
bike and accessible walking trail will work toward completing a 3-mile section of the critical link in the
165-mile D&L/911 Memorial Trail Network, as well. The D&L Trail continues North towards Scranton,
Pennsylvania from the connection with Riverside Side at Lehigh Avenue. Ultimately, the Whitehall
Riverside Drive and Trail closes the northern gap D&L/911 Memorial Trail creating a seamless 165mile transportation corridor. Furthermore, Riverside Drive/D&L/911 Memorial Trail reopens access to
a historic transportation corridor, so important to the Nation’s industrial legacy, that it has already been
named a National Heritage Corridor. Only for the 21st century the Riverside Drive/D&L/911 Memorial
Trail will carry vehicles, pedestrians, people on scooters, in wheelchairs and on bicycles, instead of on
trains or in mule-drawn boats.

Visualization Conceptualizing West Side D&L Trail: Before and After
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II. PROJECT LOCATION
The Lehigh Valley region is comprised of two counties: Lehigh and Northampton. The region, bounded
by the Blue Mountain to the north and the Delaware River to the east, is located within 300 miles of
several major metropolitan areas in the northeastern United States, including Philadelphia, New York
City, Baltimore and Washington, DC. The Lehigh Valley, totaling 726 square miles, is home to 674,603
persons (or a population density of 929 persons per square mile), according to US Census 2019 estimates. The region is the third-largest metropolitan area in the state, with a median household income
of $65,434 (American Community Survey). The urbanized areas of the region are located within the
Allentown, Pennsylvania – New Jersey Urbanized Area, as designated by the 2010 Census. Two of the
most populated census tracts in this project area have had a poverty rate of more than 20% (2014-2018
American Community Survey) and meet the RAISE grant criteria for Area of Persistent Poverty (Tracts
4 and 5 in Lehigh County, Pennsylvania).
The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor is divided into three elements that reflect the
transition and connection to key neighborhoods. The first element, at the southern terminus of the project area, focuses on the area between Union Street and Hamilton Streets. Element One, the Hamilton
Gateway, is located at the four corners of distinct Allentown neighborhoods and marked by a confusing,
disjointed and unsafe transportation system that is equally unsafe for pedestrians, the mobility impaired,
cyclists and vehicles. The Hamilton Gateway Element is in Census Tract 5, where 48.92% of residents
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Element Two, the Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment Area is located immediately north of the Hamilton Gateway and includes a portion if Census Tract 5 and all of Census Tract 4. Both tracts are areas
of persistent poverty. And in the case, of Tract 4 27.9% of people reside in poverty, 27.91% are minorities, 21.4% disabled and 23.43% do not own a vehicle. Roughly one-quarter of the residents in Tract
4 experience barriers to employment, education and mobility, again elevating the need to connect this
neighborhood through a safe, accessible transportation system. In particular, the residents of tracts
four and five have been isolated from the three key employment centers because of the barrier of the
American Parkway Bridge through the tract, US Route 22 to the North and disconnected sidewalk and
bikeways.
The Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail, Element Three includes Census Tracts 57.02 and 57.03, both
with mobility challenges especially for the 10-10.5% of residents in poverty, between 9.4-16.8% with
disabilities and 6.39-7.59% without a vehi- URBANIZED AREA
cle. Coupled with the fact that 8.82-26.14%
of residents in tracts 57.02 and 57.03 are
33
80
minorities a clear transportation equity
issue has emerged. US Route 22 essentially divides these tracts and is one of the
largest physical barriers in the entire project
area. Sidewalks and bikeways are largely
non-existent and transit access is very limit476
ed and runs only east-west in this area.
Riverside Drive will organize and make
safe the transportation system in the entire
Riverside Drive Project area. Also, transit connections will be made north-south
where they currently do not exist, and the
new LANTA Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid
Transit will form a higher frequency and
more connected system east-west. River-
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side Drive will provide accessible pedestri- NATIONAL CONNECTIONS
an and cycling facilities from the Hamilton
Street Gateway and bridge north at grade
and then under the Tilghman Street, American Parkway and US Route 22 Bridges and
connecting at grade with Lehigh Avenue
near Race Street in Whitehall. Riverside
Drive forms a key mobility spine that intersects with the existing east-west street grid
throughout the corridor’s length opening
the maximum number of mobility options
and leveraging the potential of the existing
transportation system. The high degree
of coordination between walking, rolling,
driving and transit facilities is at the heart
of the Riverside Drive project and critical
to increasing equity to the region’s most
disadvantaged area.
Bus Rapid Transit system. Riverside Drive
at the Hamilton Gateway supports safer
commuting and transit movements, in addition to freight movements.
Public transit within the project area is
provided by the Lehigh and Northampton
Transportation Authority (LANTA). LANTA
operates bus routes 102, 105, 107, 210,
220, 319 and 324 within the area, which are accessed by 46 transit stops within 1/2 mile of the corridor.
These routes serve the adjacent transportation-disadvantaged neighborhood, including census tracts 4
and 5. The Hamilton Gateway portion of Riverside Drive connects to LANTA’s Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid
Transit line and is supported by high levels of transit ridership, with over 2,000 weekly riders in the
immediate area. Additionally, the southern gateway of this project provides direct access to the Allentown Bus Terminal, with intercity bus service provided by Amtrak, Greyhound and Trans-Bridge Lines,
also adjacent to the Downtown and Waterfront area. The project will support and increase this ridership
by adding opportunities for access to the network.

SEPTEMBER 11TH NATIONAL MEMORIAL TRAIL
September 11th National Memorial Trail is co-located along Riverside Drive and this urban portion of the D&L Trail in the City of Allentown and Whitehall Township. The Memorial Trail has received significant support in Congress through Senate Resolution #267,
championed by Pennsylvania Senator Pat Toomey and House Resolution #384, co-sponsored by Pennsylvania Congressmen Matt Cartwright and Brian Fitzpatrick. The Memorial
Trail is 1,300 miles of trail and greenway that will connect the three commemorative sites
at the World Trade Center, Pentagon, and the Flight 93 Memorial, through a physical link.
It serves as an important recreational and transportation venue for promoting tourism,
economic development, healthy bodies and minds, and cultural and educational opportunities. Resolutions can be accessed at the project website:
RAISERiversideDrive.com.
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III. GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES + USES OF PROJECT FUNDS
The total RAISE grant request is $23,158,854, which represents 40% of the total project costs. The available and committed matching funds total $34,455,031, which represents a 60% match of the total cost of
all the RAISE project elements. The RAISE project cost is $57,613,885.
The project has a significant match totaling 60% of the project costs. The match is provided through a
land gift value of $13,795,999 for the entire length of the corridor from The Waterfront to the project.
The costs of the Riverwalk public infrastructure and the construction of a public parking garage, totaling
$20,659,032, make up the rest of the match for the project. Riverside Drive and Trail, the Riverwalk and
the Parking Structure will be dedicated to public entities of the City of Allentown or Whitehall Township
when the construction is completed. In Element 1, a portion of the Riverside Drive project from Hamilton
to Linden is currently in construction utilizing state grant funds. The remaining portion of the Hamilton
Gateway Element from Union to Hamilton Street is seeking support through the RAISE grant program.
The RAISE funds requested will be the last mile of funding for the 3-mile gap that will connect and create
a 165-mile on-road and off-road multimodal network. Before this grant request, previously completed
phases of the project equaled $15,814,253, making the entirety of the project over $73 million.
Table 1 identifies the uses of project funds, the match, total project cost and the breakdown of the percentage of project costs per RAISE and match. Table 2 identifies the parties providing funding, their
sources and their percentage share of the total match. A detailed budget breakdown of how the funds will
be spent with each major construction activity is available in Appendix A. Documentation of committed
funding can be found in Appendix B. Both Appendices are also available on and at
RAISERiversideDrive.com.

TABLE 1: PROJECT COSTS
Project Phases

RAISE Grant

ELEMENT 01 - Riverside Drive: Union » Linden
Union to Hamilton
Hamilton to Linden
TOTAL

Cost Share/Match

$1,064,766.26
$0
$1,064,766.26

Total

$0
$0
$0

$1,064,766.26

$0
$0
$0
$17,250,000.00
$3,409,032.46
$20,659,032.46

$0
$0
$0
$17,250,000.00
$3,409,032.46
$20,659,032.46

ELEMENT 03 - Riverside Drive and Trail: Furnace » Race
Riverside Drive: Furance » Wood
$14,478,500.00
D&L Trail: Wood » Race
$2,300,000.00
Land Acquisition
$1,840,000.00
Engineering Costs
$833,750.00
Contingencies
$2,641,837.50
TOTAL ELEMENT 03
$22,094,087.50

$6,998,116.00
$6,797,883.00
$$$$13,795,999.00

$21,476,616.00
$9,097,883.00
$1,840,000.00
$833,750.00
$2,641,837.50
$35,890,086.50

OVERALL TOTAL
Percentage of Total

$34,455,031.46
60%

$57,613,885.22

ELEMENT 02 - Riverside Drive: Linden » Furnace
Linden to Front
Front to Allen
Allen to Furnace
Phase 01 Infrastructure
Phase 02 Infrastructure
TOTAL

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$23,158,853.76
40%

$1,064,766.26

TABLE 2: COMMITTED FUNDING
Entity

Source

Amount

Waterfront Development Company

Owner's Equity / Neighborhood Improvement Zone (NIZ) Financing

$20,659,032.46

The Waterfront Development Company

Land gifting (Value)

$13,795,999.00

40%

$34,455,031.46

100%

Total
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60%
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Other Federal Funds
The Waterfront Redevelopment site, comprised of 26 acres within Allentown’s urban limits, has received various US EPA Brownfield Program funds and services between 2006-2016, totaling more than
$430,000. The property is a priority for the Lehigh Valley Land Recycling Initiative (LVLRI), the regional
brownfield program that administers US EPA Brownfield Assessment Grants for Lehigh and Northampton counties. The Waterfront site began receiving funding assistance in 2008. As the project developed
and its boundaries expanded to the abandoned rail line right-of-way, the LVLRI program continued their
support. These programs did not require a match, and therefore, there is no match to document. To see
the reports, visit: RAISERiversideDrive.com.

IV. SELECTION CRITERIA
i. Primary Merit Criteria
(a) Safety
The region’s Traffic Safety Plan identifies three high-crash corridors adjacent to the project area: Tilghman Street through the City of Allentown, 4th Street Corridor through East Allentown and Route 22
through Whitehall Township. The data generally shows that, from the year 2013 to 2020, the area of
study has been experiencing an increase in number of vehicle accidents, with the year 2017 having the
highest number of vehicle accidents at 969. During this time, the total number of injuries reported was
4,269, with 21 fatalities. While most of these accidents and fatalities are caused by automobiles, there
is a considerable number of pedestrian accidents and fatalities.
The Riverside Drive project will reduce the crash rates in two
identified corridors (Tilghman Street Corridor and 4th Street Corridor). Proper signage and traffic calming measures will enhance
safety. The dedicated right-of-way for trail uses will reduce cyclist
and pedestrian-vehicle conflicts by providing an alternative safer
route for those users. This project has already removed five atgrade rail crossings, improving safety to some extent. Overall,
the project will provide a reduced crash cost savings value of
$51.72 million (2019 dollars) over a 50-year period that is shown
in Appendix C the Benefit-Cost Analysis.

This project
will improve
multimodal
interrelationships
and reduce
vehicle,
pedestrian +
bicycle conflicts.

Also, significant safety concerns exist at Element 1 - Hamilton
Gateway, specifically at the convergence of Hamilton Street,
Front Street, Walnut Street and Union Street on the west side
of the Hamilton Street Bridge over the Lehigh River. Currently, the one-way Front Street, portions of Union Street and Second Street, the complicated network
of grade-separated ramps and at-grade intersections, and the near absence of pedestrian or cyclist
facilities, collectively result in all-mode confusion, modal conflicts, and a lack of connectivity and accessibility to Allentown and the region’s commercial-industrial core. Riverside drive will offer an alternative
route that will be a gateway that is more easily navigable, providing access to riverfront area of the city
and the corridor.
The three elements of the Riverside Drive project capitalize on the redevelopment of existing infrastructure. All three elements of Riverside Drive continue to connect the rural and urban areas of the Lehigh
Valley. An improved and diversified transportation network will reduce the safety risks associated with
the convergence of many different land uses and the growth in freight and freight-related businesses,
noted in the 2015 Lehigh Valley Comprehensive Freight Movement Plan.
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(b) Environmental Sustainability
The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor is currently driving the restoration of brownfield
sites that are now either vacant or underutilized. The obstacles to the healthy, sustainable enterprise
at these sites along the Lehigh Riverfront are considerable. Since the 19th century, varying degrees of
industrial activity have occurred in the project area, including warehousing, large-scale beer production,
trolley and rail engine refurbishing and repair, and significant steel manufacturing for bridges, airplane
hangars and high-rise office buildings. The redevelopment of this corridor is repairing dilapidated and
idle infrastructure which is a responsible land use practice.
Because of this industrial history, The Waterfront site and former rail line corridor have been thoroughly assessed for environmental issues. The environmental assessments identified heavy metals and
organic compounds in the soil because of the past industrial uses in specific areas. A cleanup and soil
management plan has been produced, and the site and rail line will achieve the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection’s (DEP) Act 2 standards and liability protection for soil contamination, once the development is complete and the road and trail corridors are constructed. The proposed
solution to the soil contamination will reduce the risk of pollution and adverse impacts running into
the Lehigh River
Further infrastructure improvements will improve the environment along the corridor. PPL Electric
Utilities is upgrading the existing utility infrastructure to accommodate new development along the
waterfront. The Waterfront will utilize two underground concrete-encased conduits running directly from
the PPL Substation underneath the proposed Riverside Drive to introduce high voltage power to its
1,250,000-square-foot campus. The high voltage amenity will decrease energy loss and promote consistent, redundant energy for tenant and resident usage resulting in overall efficiency.

Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor Project | RAISERiversideDrive.com
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In Element 2, site redevelopment at The Waterfront will include a series of rain gardens and bio-managed infiltration areas, linking the existing urban grey-to-green infrastructure as the project moves
closer to the Lehigh River. Elevated paver systems and tree root growth zones will foster the urban
tree network to improve canopy coverage and overall tree health. The proposed trails along the Riverwalk will use concrete pavers for long-term durability and minimal maintenance. The riverbank and
riparian buffer zone will incorporate native vegetation to stabilize the banks, reduce maintenance and
filter stormwater sheet flow runoff. The buildings at The Waterfront are being built with state-of-the-art
utility systems and building materials standard for energy efficient building. The parking structures will
include electric vehicle charging stations to support the zero-emissions vehicle infrastructure. Of
significant note is that the entire Riverside Drive project, includes pedestrian, bicycle and ADA accessibility, that reinforce mode choice and further support a cleaner, greener transportation system.
In Element 3, the roadway, paved trail and unpaved walking/running trail will include various green
infrastructure attributes. Stone swales, plantings, water storage trench and bioswales will be incorporated to provide improved stormwater management. The large stone bladder will offer new municipal
capacity to meet Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) requirements.
The three elements of the Riverside Drive design are engineered to return the project area to a stormwater condition that is better than it was pre-construction. This will assist in slowing and even eliminating runoff and protecting water quality by reducing erosion and controlling sedimentation that otherwise
would impact the Lehigh River. This will increase the resiliency of this area and have a positive impact
on the Areas of Persistent Poverty that this project is located in.
The three elements of the project will build on the environmental benefits realized by the brownfield
redevelopment effort and advance multimodal options. The weight of a bicycle is 1% of the weight of
average passenger vehicles, and the energy consumption utilized by a vehicle is 10-20 times greater
than that of a bicycle. The energy needed to power a bicycle is 100% free of emissions. Therefore, increasing other non-automotive modes is directly in line with the policies in FutureLV: The Regional Plan
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote energy conservation and efficiency.
Initial climate action planning efforts are underway for Allentown and LVPC’s existing plans promote
principles of smart growth, transportation equity, economic savings, natural resource protection, green
infrastructure and sustainability that further reinforce climate change mitigation and adaptation. Through
an effort that began in 2014 with Climate + Energy Elements, to prepare for climate change, LVPC has
This project recognizes these opportunities and will build on Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation’s 5E’s + one (the latter added by the LVPC) regional approach to advance
relevant improvements, including:
ENGINEERING:
Infrastructure supporting biking and walking.
EDUCATION:
Giving people of all ages and abilities the
skills and confidence to ride.
ENCOURAGEMENT:
Supporting bicycling and walking for health,
air/water quality, reduction of traffic congestion, parking shortages.
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ENFORCEMENT:
Police enforcement of vehicle code.
EVALUATION & PLANNING:
Planning for bicycling and walking as safe
and viable transportation options. Conduct
bicycle vehicle counts as needed to monitor
behavior and volume at high bicycle count
locations.
EQUITY:
Equal mobility opportunities based on
socioeconomics, gender and race.
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used those policies and actions as the foundation for FutureLV: The Regional Plan, the Lehigh and
Northampton counties’ Livable Landscapes plans and the Walk/Roll LV Active Transportation plan.
LVPC just completed ClimateLV: A Regional Climate Action Assessment that evaluates the climate actions that are a continuous thread through those foundational plans. The assessment identified 525 Goals, Policies, Actions + Strategies from the four plans that relate to climate action. LVPC
has also been accepted into the Local Climate Program through the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection and that will begin this year to support the continuance of regional climate action.
Riverside Drive is a key catalytic project that meets many of the goals, policies, actions and strategies
that are identified. To see the ClimateLV Assessment, visit: RAISERiversideDrive.com.

(c) Quality of Life
The successful incorporation of the Riverside Drive will provide vast quality of life improvements for
the City of Allentown, Whitehall Township, throughout the region and beyond. Increased transportation
choices will be an option via construction of both the roadway and trail. Redevelopment of the entire
Riverfront District will provide a renewed vibrancy and job opportunity. Scheduled events held at the
plazas and along the trail will provide for public gathering spaces that will unite various socioeconomic
populations and provide for true community ownership and engagement. A sense of place will result
with enhanced community cohesion.
The enhanced multimodal network will provide more transportation options for both residents within the
project area. LVPC’s equity analysis indicates that the project is in areas that have moderate and low
access to opportunity. Utilizing fourteen data points from income to vehicle access the entire Riverside
Drive Project area is considered one of the highest priority equity areas in the Lehigh Valley. In fact,
the Riverside Drive project area is marked by a confusing, disjointed and unsafe transportation system
that is equally unsafe for pedestrians, the mobility impaired, cyclists and vehicles.
The Hamilton Gateway Element is in Census Tract 5, where 48.92% of residents are minority, 34%
of all people live in poverty, 24.83% in a zero-vehicle household and 22.3% are mobility impaired. A
portion of Census Tract 5 and all of Census Tract 4 or project Element Two – Allentown Riverfront
Redevelopment area, are both areas of persistent poverty. And in the case, of Tract 4, 27.9% of people reside in poverty, 27.91% are minorities, 21.4% disabled and 23.43% do not own a vehicle. The
Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail, Element Three, includes Census Tracts 57.02 and 57.03, both
with mobility challenges especially for the 10-10.5% of residents in poverty, between 9.4-16.8% with
disabilities and 6.39-7.59% without a vehicle. Coupled with the fact that 8.82-26.14% of residents in
Tracts 57.02 and 57.03 are minorities, a clear transportation equity issue has emerged throughout the
entire project area. Riverside Drive opens access to jobs, shopping, recreation, educational and social
opportunities that are critical for attaining a high quality of life.
The project will also provide travel time savings for bicycle, pedestrian and automobile users. By the
year 2036, automobile users will have avoided 441,592 vehicle-hours-traveled a year creating a savings of $13.2 million a year. Bicyclist and pedestrians will have avoided 90,871 hours a year with a
savings of $2.9 million a year by 2036. This time and cost savings for all users, determined by the
Benefit-Cost Analysis, will provide relief both financially by connecting transit stops and routes, opening
new sidewalks, bikeways and a vehicle-way that connects to key destinations in the region. Essentially, the Riverside Drive project organizes the transportation system, making it safer, truly multimodal and
ultimately equitable. The Benefit-Cost Analysis is available in Appendix C and at
RAISERiversideDrive.com.
For a long time, the rail and industrial uses have blocked the access to the river and through the development of Riverside Drive, the physical barriers of the past are no longer there, and the community can
reconnect to the Lehigh River. Riverside Drive goes a long way two eliminating several environmental
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justice issues as well as equity problems through the redevelopment of the Waterfront and construction
of a truly “all modes equal” system.
The project will expand access for residents to essential services, not only those occupying the site but
also in neighboring communities. The linking of the trail to other rural, suburban, and regional trails will
enhance both connectivity and quality of life by providing a conduit for residents to directly access site
attractions, which include employment, residences, retail, dining and entertainment venues. Connections to the LANTA public transportation system, including the Enhanced Bus/Bus Rapid Transit network, will further support access, connectivity and quality of life.
The inherent safety benefits resulting from redevelopment efforts also improve quality of life by providing a friendlier non-motorized travel and recreation network. A dedicated trail for non-motorized uses
will reduce potential vehicle/pedestrian conflicts by utilizing five core components of pedestrian and
bicycle network connectivity, including network completeness, network density, route directness, access
to destinations and network quality, resulting in increased safety and improved quality of life. The corridor will be built with rolling access for the disabled in mind (3% to 27% of the projects area’s residents)
to create a truly inclusive space for all. Traffic calming measures will slow travel speeds to better integrate with those pedestrians co-mingling with vehicular traffic.
Riverside Drive not only serves as an essential multimodal corridor for several neighborhoods, cities
and townships but introduces a dark fiber communications network and lowers the barriers for entry for
telecommunications. Not having access to broadband internet severely limits employment and educational opportunities for 2,580 households, and their occupants, within the Riverside Drive project area.
These residents also disproportionally represent those without access to broadband internet throughout
Lehigh County - 16% of County households do not have access to broadband internet, compared to
more than one quarter (25.9%) of households in the entire project area, and the rate increases to over
one third of households in several neighborhoods. Enhanced communications benefit emergency response, the community and businesses. Being underserved by telecommunications increases inequity
as technology rapidly advances in the modern-day Information Age. This addition of enhanced services
will address a critical environmental and social justice issue. It will prepare the community and the City
of Allentown for the future that will include vehicle automation and increased electrification.
The private railroad, which once occupied the 3-mile tract of land, required easements and other legal
documentation to cross, resulting in reduced coverage and limited service. With the conversion of this
land to a public multimodal corridor, telecommunication companies, including Verizon, RCN and Service Electric, will be able to service both commercial and residential tenants along the entirety of the
road.

(d) Economic Competitiveness
By repurposing a dormant rail bed and linking it to the existing road and bridge network, the project will
increase the efficiency of the area’s transportation network, reduce transportation costs, improve the
infrastructure, and significantly advance multimodal transportation options, including pedestrian and
bicycle networks and mass transit.
The enhanced multimodal network will provide a bridge linking lower-density exurban and rural regions
to urban and suburban via an off-road commuter option. Benefits of connections from the road and trail
include increased access to goods and services, as well as greater mobility from public transportation
options along the proposed project vicinity. The project serves to reduce commuting burdens by providing more multimodal travel options with greater access to pedestrians, rollers/walkers and transit who
will now have connectivity and options for travel to work. The reduced travel time savings over a 30year period of the project for pedestrians and bicyclists is valued at $24.65 million and $99.7 million for
automobile users that can be seen in the Benefit-Cost Analysis in Appendix C.
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The LVPC has utilized regional travel demand model’s accessibility tool to perform an analysis, which
comprises of accessibility measures for disadvantaged communities. The location of this project, at the
Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) level, indicates that development within this area will lead to peak highway
and transit accessibility for jobs and shopping for minorities. Analysis indicates that this region is located within the two degrees of disadvantages. The two degrees of disadvantages are identified when a
region has a disproportionate adverse effect on minority and low-income populations. The threshold of
degree of disadvantage for this region is greater as compared to other regions. The alternate means of
transportation provided by the increased pedestrian, cyclist and bus improvements are critical to creating economic opportunities.
Further, these infrastructure improvements open additional land for investment and reinvestment
throughout the project area and provide existing industrial and manufacturing operations with better
freight access. Benefits from the project on freight access include greater mobility options for last-mile
delivery that facilitate the movement of goods in the supply chain to the destination in Allentown via
an existing interchange from Route 22 and Fullerton Avenue. Currently, connection south of Route 22
proves challenging with limited access to roads heading south into Allentown. The revised configuration
of roads and alternative route would increase access south to commercial and industrial regions, as
well as communities that are at a disadvantage.
The City of Allentown has diligently completed many design planning efforts to prepare Riverside Drive
for investment. The first effort is the Allentown Re-Industrialization Plan, which sought to understand the
state of the current industrial economy and develop an implementable strategy for the development of
new and sustainable industrial businesses. The plan also investigated the types of industries that the
City and region could support and found a wide array of viable industrial opportunities. The diversity
of these types of businesses will lead to greater economic stability for the City. Please visit the project
website to access the full plan: RAISERiversideDrive.com.
The City of Allentown adopted its new Comprehensive and Economic Development Plan, “Allentown Vision 2030,” in fall 2019. The Vision 2030 Plan lays out a path for inclusive and equitable growth across
Allentown over the next ten years. Key to the Plan are projects like the Riverside Drive that will connect
communities to regional job opportunities and bolster recreation and tourism. Vision 2030 highlights the
role of the Riverside Drive to support Allentown’s continuing growth and redevelopment through innovative public-private partnerships. Allentown’s Vision 2030 Plan was developed simultaneously and in
The Riverside Drive project will address the primary challenge of how best
to build upon the project investment and the successes of existing and
proposed infrastructure, properties, buildings and public spaces, while
creating more robust, connected activity centers.

Rendering of the Proposed Riverwalk: Before and After
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partnership with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, who in a parallel effort created FutureLV: The
Regional Plan. The consistency and coordination across the regional long-range transportation plan
(FutureLV) and the City’s comprehensive plan are important for large, multi-partner, multi-jurisdictional
efforts that require coordination in the way the Riverside Drive project does. This collaboration is a
point of pride for the region, City and project partners.
The Waterfront Development Company, the private development firm behind The Waterfront, will introduce Waterfront Drive, a new road in the up-and-coming River District, and a half-mile signature Riverwalk that will help create a micro-loop with Riverside Drive and the D&L Trail. The Waterfront, upon
full build-out, is projected to have 2,900 permanent employees on-site and be home to more than 750
residents. When the 29-acre site was purchased in 2012, the tract generated $120,000 in real estate
taxes annually; when the project is fully developed, it will create more than $4 million in real estate taxes annually. For more information on The Waterfront development, please refer to additional files on the
project website: RAISERiversideDrive.com.
While completed traffic studies have been favorable for the 26-acre redevelopment, the existence of
Riverside Drive remains a critical component of ongoing development and economic growth throughout
this newly created district of the City.

(e) State of Good Repair
FutureLV: The Regional Plan,
This project is necessary to revitalize an economically
the region’s combined bi-county
distressed and blighted area. If this infrastructure is left
comprehensive plan and Longunimproved, the Communities will suffer from:
Range Transportation Plan for
the Lehigh Valley, states that a
• Poor emergency management service access to neighborhoods along the river
connected, mixed-transportation
network will increase the acces• Continued poor air quality
sibility and diversity of housing,
• Potential exposure to heavy metals and organic compounds in brownfield soils
strengthen retail, support more
active lifestyles and reduce
• Limited access to the Lehigh River and a safe commuting
and recreational trail network
sprawl. The Lehigh Valley under• Poor multimodal and transit connections within the project
stands that success and efficienarea and to neighboring suburbs and rural communities
cy are better gained by policy
• Continued inequities and less access to opportunity
that promotes community quality
of life, economic development,
social justice and environmental TABLE 3: LVTS PERFORMANCE TARGETS
impact measures.
Planning documents and data
metrics serve as the basis for
evaluating and prioritizing LongRange Transportation Plan and
Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) goals and projects with the strategic objective
to maintain and upgrade existing
transportation systems. These
metrics apply to a variety of project types, including road capacity,
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Category

Performance Measure

Safety metrics compared to a
5-year baseline

Number of fatalities from automobile accidents
Rate of fatalities from automobile accidents by VMT
Number of serious injuries from automobile accidents
Rate of serious injuries from automobile accidents
Number of non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries by VMT

Pavement and bridge quality
standards for 4-year baseline

Percentage of non-interstate roads in ‘good condition’
Percentage of non-interstate roads in ‘poor condition’
Percentage of non-interstate bridges in ‘good condition’
Percentage of non-interstate bridges in ‘poor condition’

33.0%
5.0%
26.0%
6.0%

Traffic delay reductions in
4-year timeframe

Traffic time reliability of all vehicles on non-interstate roads
Truck traffic time reliability index

87.4%
1.34

Congestion mitigation and air
quality limits in a 4-year
timeframe

Daily ozone volatile organic compounds (VOC) levels
Daily nitrogen oxide (NOx) levels
Daily particulate matter (PM2.5) levels

2021 Target
43.7
0.813
195.2
3.632
38.7

21.5 kilograms
104.4 kilograms
4.4 kilograms
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corridor, safety and rehabilitation improvements. Priority criteria relevant to this project include:
•

Mobility - Riverside Drive is identified as a catalytic project in Walk/RollLV: Active Transportation
Plan, a plan designed to identify gaps in the Lehigh Valley’s transportation network and strategies
to overcome them. The project represents a much-valued multimodal approach that provides for
multiple intersection improvements, a significant transit investment, context-sensitive street design,
active recreation, and a commuter trail network to move all modes safely and efficiently.

•

Partnerships - The Riverside Drive project is multi-jurisdictional in nature and is championed by
private enterprise, non-profit partners and public agencies. This project Partnership includes The
Waterfront, Lehigh County, Whitehall Township, the City of Allentown, PennDOT and the LVPC. The
Waterfront has acquired the former RJ Corman abandoned rail line that is the length of the project
area and will gift it for use in this project to be turned over to the City of Allentown and Whitehall
Township for operation and maintenance once developed.

•

Consistency with Regional Comprehensive Plan - The location of the project is within the urban
boundary identified in the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission’s FutureLV: The Regional Plan, the
county comprehensive plan, and supports the goals of having a connected mixed-transportation
region; a protected and vibrant environment; a competitive, creative and sustainable region; and a
safe, healthy, inclusive and livable community. Riverside Drive is a designated high-priority, multimodal corridor in the Transportation Plan map. The project is also consistent with the plans and
policies of Whitehall Township and the recently adopted Allentown Vision 2030, the comprehensive
plan for the City of Allentown.

•

Air Quality - This project is anticipated to relieve congestion on adjacent roadways and minimize
idle times inherent in air quality risk. This will happen by eliminating indirect and circuitous connections between minor and major arterials and Route 22, the region’s most highly traveled and most
congested highway. It is of note that Route 22 at the Fullerton Avenue Interchange, where Riverside
Drive is anticipated to connect, has the highest number of vehicles and most traffic delay in the region. The Lehigh Valley has been designated as an 8-hour Ozone non-attainment area (2008) and
a 24-hour PM2.5 Maintenance (2006) region for the pollutants. Congestion reduction resulting from
project implementation will help to improve air quality.

•

Environmental Justice - This project serves transportation-disadvantaged communities with
additional transit and modal opportunities. This project will increase the access to opportunity in
transportation choice and provide multimodal commuting options to several census tracts that are
identified as very low access to opportunity, by Census data and per the LVPC Equity Analysis.
The Equity Analysis, which is an environmental justice analysis tool for transportation planning and
investment, was conducted at the census tract level and was calculated using 14 homeownership,
transportation and employment access, poverty and educational attainment data sets. The Riverside Drive project area contains the lowest equity and environmental justice assessment scores in
the Lehigh Valley, necessitating prioritized investment in this area.

•

Economic Growth - The economic impact will be positive, as the project represents brownfield
redevelopment and job creation, while connecting and enhancing existing infrastructure. Riverside
Drive itself opens multimodal connectivity opportunities that currently do not exist and connects
people to jobs in the project area and to immediately adjacent office, commercial, retail, industrial
and transportation centers. This keystone mobility and access project opens new economic opportunities for businesses and individuals, while supporting existing human and commercial communities.

•

Performance Monitoring - The policies articulated above drive the investment of public money
to qualifying projects, while performance measures provide a framework to assess how a sys-
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tem and/or a program is functioning. The regional
Metropolitan Planning Organization, Lehigh Valley
Transportation Study (LVTS), is committed to monitoring National Performance Management Measures
concerning fatality and serious injury reduction goals
consistent with Code of Federal Regulations (23
CRF §490). The LVTS has established a series of
five targets that have been committed to improvement with comparison to a five-year baseline goals
agreed upon with the Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation and supported by the Federal
Highways Administration shown in Table 3. Current
Benefit-Cost Analysis figures indicate an estimated
15% decrease in local reduction in crashes in the
region due to efficiencies from improved transportation network design. Additional performance metrics,
concerning travel time savings, average annual daily
traffic, pavement and bridge conditions, are reported
against regionally established targets consistent with
Nation Highway Performance Program and emission effects to ozone quality as well as limits in fine
particulate matter consistent with National Ambient
Air Quality Standards.
•

Completing the 3.5-mile-long
gap will stimulate economic
growth and improve safety
and mobility across a wide
variety of metrics. The proposed means of doing so will
afford considerable environmental benefits by reducing
idling and emissions, improving travel and truck time reliability, reducing accidents,
injuries and fatalities and
supporting the maintenance
and enhancement of the existing transportation system.
This offers obvious economic
and social benefits, attracting
jobs, residents and visitors to
the area’s rediscovered vitality and natural beauty, while
supporting existing residents
and businesses.

Resiliency - Successful funding of the Riverside
Drive project will improve existing transportation network resiliency by providing travel options during hazard events, aiding in emergency response and
recovery times. The project itself will be built to withstand flooding since Elements 1 and 2 are within the 500-year floodplain. And Riverside Drive closes one of the most critical north-south emergency management services gaps in the middle of the densest employment and population center in
the Lehigh Valley. This is important for northern access between Route 22, the Lehigh Valley International Airport/Industrial-Commercial Parks and suburban residential-commercial neighborhoods in
Whitehall Township. Also, Riverside Drive, south of Route 22, establishes emergency access to the
working industrial Lehigh River waterfront and its connection to Downtown Allentown.

The project demonstrates proper capitalization upfront and uses asset management approaches that
optimize its long-term cost structure. The City of Allentown was awarded $10 million through the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Redevelopment Assistance Capital Program (RACP). The funds available
from this program are contracted for and committed by the State to the Riverside Business Park, which
spans both sides of Riverside Drive. Additionally, The Waterfront Development Company has been
awarded $2,280,000 from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Multimodal grant program
and $1,000,000 from the Pennsylvania Department of Community Economic Development (DCED)
Multimodal Transportation Fund. This assistance will be used for the installation of Riverside Drive, the
adjacent trail and other infrastructure from The Waterfront site south to the intersection of Front Street
and Riverside Drive. The funds available from this program are contracted for and committed by the
State to the project location area. A conservative estimate of $49,110 per year has been identified to
account for the operation and management of the two-lane Riverside Drive roadway and trail that will
be maintained by the City of Allentown and Whitehall Township. The connection of Riverside Drive into
the road network at Wood Street in Element 3 is funded on the TIP.
Furthermore, the Riverside Drive project closes the gap for emergency management services, tran-
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sit, commuters, businesses, freight, residents, walkers, rollers and bikers. Riverside Drive connects
adjacent commercial, office, freight, industrial, shopping and residential districts together where the
current transportation system does not and cannot. Simultaneously, the project opens opportunities to
recapture the value of former industrial lands instead of pushing development further into the region’s
low-density suburban and agricultural areas. Existing residential neighborhoods will gain the value
of the new investments through increased property values, new job opportunities, safer streets and
reduced commute times. Riverside Drive is the keystone that holds Downtown Allentown, Route 22 and
Lehigh Valley International Airport Industrial Area together.

ii. Secondary Selection Criteria
(a) Partnership
This project is a strong collaboration among a broad range of stakeholders. The lead applicant for this
RAISE application is the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC). The LVPC is at a distinct advantage because it is the planning agency for Lehigh and Northampton counties and serves as the staff
for the Lehigh Valley Transportation Study (LVTS), which is the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO). The LVPC creates, maintains and updates the region’s Comprehensive Plan and Long-Range
Transportation Plan titled FutureLV: The Regional Plan. The agency also develops and administers the
Transportation Improvement Program.

PARTNERS

Lehigh Valley Planning Commission /
Lehigh Valley Transportation Study
City of Allentown
Whitehall Township

Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Authority

Lehigh County
Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
The Waterfront Development Company
Wildlands Conservancy
Project Neighborhood

STAKEHOLDERS
September 11th National Memorial Trail

Lehigh Valley Health Network

Allentown Economic Development Corporation

Northampton County

Allentown Neighborhood Improvement Zone
Development Authority

Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources

America on Wheels

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

Brewers Hill Development Group

Pennsylvania Environmental Council

Carbon Chamber and Economic Development
Corporation

PPL Electric Utilities

Coalition for Appropriate Transportation
Community Bike Works
Discover Lehigh Valley
Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber of Commerce
Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation

Rider Pool Trust
Ruozzi Brothers Collection
St. Luke’s University Health Network
The Circuit Trails
among others listed on the project website...

All Partners have collaborated over the past six years to create a cohesive vision for this project. The project meets the
needs of a commuter corridor for all the Partners involved. All Partners and other stakeholders have submitted letters of
support, which can be found in Appendix D and on the project website at RAISERiversideDrive.com.
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The major private funding partner, The Waterfront, is developing 26 acres of riverfront property. This
mixed-use development will consist of state-of-the-art office buildings, luxurious residences, a lively
new restaurant, a retail district, and open plazas brimming with activity. A vibrant walking and riding
path along the Riverwalk will help the Lehigh Valley reconnect with the water and the surrounding
natural environment. The City of Allentown and Whitehall Township are participating partners that
are key to the long-term asset performance and management of the Riverside Drive project. Lehigh County is interested in enhancing connectivity and access through its bridges. The Lehigh and
Northampton Transportation Authority (LANTA) has coordinated the project’s transit needs. The
D&L Trail is bringing expertise regarding the trail component.
Concurrent with the Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor Project, the D&L has led a
focused trail gap master planning process. The study is being performed by Penn Praxis, a professional practice arm of the University of Pennsylvania’s Weitzman School of Design and is funded
by the William Penn Foundation has brought parties to the table from outside the Lehigh Valley. It
focuses on Allentown as the catalyst and centerpiece of the 165-mile trail network. This Gap Master Plan provides design guidance on green infrastructure, nature and heritage-based placemaking
and key connections to neighborhoods adjoining the trail. Both sides of the Lehigh River, and areas
immediately adjacent to the Riverside Drive project location, are included as well. The Gap Master Plan, intentionally developed to support the Riverside Drive initiative, creates a concept for this
urban section of the trail that bridges the on- and off- road elements of the Riverside Drive project,
particularly north of Route 22, where greater nature-based design and management is needed.

(b) Innovation
The Riverside Drive improvements look to address infrastructure needs through a multimodal
approach that drive outcomes in terms of safety, equity, climate and resilience, and economic
strength. Much coordination of the roadway, transit, sidewalk and bikeway network occurs with
the project with green infrastructure techniques at the heart of the design. The proximity to the
Lehigh River and need to reverse environmental justice issues with the brownfield remediation of
the former RJ Corman rail line and Lehigh Structural Steel properties will be accomplished through
the construction of Riverside Drive and The Waterfront redevelopment. Added to the commitment
to organizing and improving mobility and resiliency through green infrastructure and environmental justice, is the commitment to include vehicle charging stations at public parking locations and
include adaptive signal technologies to reduce idling that improves air quality. The installation of
fiber optics and microcells technologies will also, improve emergency management capabilities and
further the connectivity of the residents and businesses, currently underserved in this area. Among
the many win-win-wins organized as part of the Riverside Drive revitalization project, is the public-private-non-profit partnership that is organized around implementation. Everyone has heard the
phrase “it takes a village”, in the case of enormity of the transformation planned, it takes a region
and investment by the nation to make Riverside Drive a reality. Riverside Drive goes a tremendous
way to righting mobility, environmental justice and broadband inequities while building a transportation system that recognizes the Lehigh Valley’s role in and nation’s manufacturing and freight
industries, as well. Riverside Drive is not an option for the Lehigh Valley, it is critical to our success
now and into the future.
Technology
The project is including electric charging stations in public parking areas and is installing green
infrastructure throughout. The dedication to climate action is not only the smart decision financially,
but an important move for the future of the region.
Adaptive traffic signal technologies allow for enhanced operation and improved traffic flows that better manage vehicular and pedestrian demand. Conventional signal systems use pre-programmed,
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daily signal timing schedules. Adaptive signal control technology adjusts the timing of red, yellow and
green lights to accommodate changing traffic patterns and ease traffic congestion. The inclusion of fiber
optic cabling will ensure that the maximum benefits of adaptive signal technologies can be achieved.
Traffic signals will be connected with fiber optic cabling. Roadway lighting will be LED with telecells that
allow for dimming and notify the municipality when a light fixture is not functioning. Lighting along the
trail will be solar powered to enable the corridor to be used at nighttime as a fully functioning commuter
corridor. Also, the plan integrates Low Impact Development (LID) and green infrastructure techniques
throughout the project site. Rain gardens and bio-managed infiltration areas will handle the stormwater
in Element 2 - Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment. “Super-Swale” green infrastructure will be used to
build the trail in Element 3 - Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail that will manage stormwater and assist
municipalities in meeting their MS4 requirements.
Project Delivery
The bid process consists of 3 main components: advertise, bid and award the scope of work. By providing a comprehensive scope of work upfront and going through a series of descope meetings with
the successful bidder this will allow for a complete understanding of the project’s requirements and
validation of the bid numbers. These types of reviews will ensure a smooth and successful project with
delivery on time and within budget.
Financing
The Partnership intends to utilize Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) to determine the economic
impacts of the transportation system more accurately on the surrounding communities. Baseline financial data will help create scenarios that inform project decision-making. This innovative technology will
allow the project team to remain flexible in addressing obstacles to successful development.
The joint effort between public, private and non-profit partners make this project truly innovative. The
Waterfront is committing a significant amount of private capital to support the project and development.
When paired with funding expenditures before the start of the RAISE portion of the project, Riverside
Drive is following a well-rounded, multi-partner funding strategy, and RAISE would serve as the last
mile of funding to complete the corridor.
The Waterfront, consisting of approximately 26 acres, is located within a special taxing district known
as the Neighborhood Improvement Zone (NIZ), which encourages development and revitalization in the
City of Allentown. Under the law, specific state and local tax revenues generated by new and existing
businesses within the NIZ can be used to pay the debt on bonds and loans that are issued for qualifying capital improvements in the zone. The NIZ is managed by the Allentown Neighborhood Improvement Zone Development Authority (ANIZDA). The program became effective in 2012 and will be in
effect for 30 years, which is much longer than other similar districts, providing a much lower risk profile
and a higher return on investment for the project. To you can connect to the ANIZDA website through
the link on our project website: RAISERiversideDrive.com.

V. ENVIRONMENTAL RISK
The LVPC is in very good fiscal condition as the project sponsor. LVPC has a fully funded pension, no
debt, healthy reserves and sound annual audits. The LVPC is also well-equipped to manage this federal grant. The agency currently holds various state grants from the PA Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources, PA Department of Community and Economic Development to complete several
specific projects to support the communities in Lehigh and Northampton Counties. Staff from the LVPC
also support and manage the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) resources associated with the
Lehigh Valley Transportation Study (LVTS). LVPC’s MPO responsibilities include management, coordination and administration of Pennsylvania and US Departments’ of Transportation funds. The LVPC
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maintains a good standing with both state and federal agencies and had no findings in the most recent
Federal Certification Review of MPO activities. The LVPC staff continually deliver, without blemish, on
the contract to administer the transportation and community planning programs for the Lehigh Valley.

(a) Project Schedule

2020

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

2021

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Bidding

Construction

2022

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Complete

2023

The PennDOT-funded Lehigh Riverfront Master Plan
(completed in 2012) comprehensively planned the
Allentown Riverfront Redevelopment area. This study
provided a preliminary design for the redevelopment of
the riverfront, including trails, roads, public open space
and private development. The study identified ways
to connect the redevelopment corridor along the west
bank of the Lehigh River. Since that time, engineering
plans and permitted plan approvals for The Waterfront
have refined established concepts initially designed for
Elements 1 and 2 by the Riverfront Master Plan.

2024

2019

2018

2017

2016

All necessary pre-construction activities will be complet- TABLE 4: PROJECT SCHEDULE
Element 1
Element 2
Element 3
ed to allow grant fund obligations no later than June 30,
Q1
2024. Once started, grant funds will be applied steadiQ2
Q3
Preliminary
ly and expeditiously. As demonstrated in Table 4, the
Q4
Planning,
Engineering and
following construction sequence outlines the schedule
Q1
Approvals
Q2
for the project to be accomplished. This project will also
Q3
Q4
occur prior to or simultaneously with other PennDOT
Q1
Bidding
Q2
projects that will improve connections with and for RivQ3
erside Drive, including the Tilghman Street Bridge and
Q4
Preliminary
Planning,
Q1
Route 22 road widening project and connection to Wood
Engineering
and
Q2
Approvals
Q3
Street.
Q4

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Construction

Preliminary
Planning,
Engineering and
Approvals
Complete
Bidding

Construction

2025

The Waterfront has already completed a feasibility study
Q1
Q2
for Element 3, the Whitehall Riverside Drive and Trail.
Q3
Q4
Complete
Element 3 design details include a road and trail that
connects north to SR 22 interchange, the Borough of
Catasauqua, the D&L Trail, and regional housing and commercial districts. All three elements of the
project utilize a former railroad right-of-way, which the PA Public Utility Commission (PUC) recently
decommissioned. The land has been purchased and the rails removed, completing the most significant
hurdles for the project and setting the stage for construction. Existing stormwater, water, gas, electric
and sewer utilities will remain in place that will either cross or run parallel to the corridor.
At the Wood Street connection in Element 3, there is right of way needed to connect Riverside Drive
into the existing transportation network. The realignment of Wood Street is necessary for the widening
of Route 22 and is currently programed as part of that larger project on the Long-Range Transportation
Plan. Should the RAISE grant be funded, the LVTS board will take action to split off the realignment of
Wood Street from the larger Route 22 widening project to accelerate the timetable into the schedule of
this project.

(b) Required Approvals
Environmental Permits and Reviews
As shown in Table 5-Project Approvals, Element 2 has already received all permits, agency and utility
approvals. The work for Element 2 was let and construction has begun. All outstanding pre-construction
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and approval activities will be completed for elements that have not begun work to allow grant fund
obligations prior to June 30, 2024. Once construction begins on those sections, grant funds will be
applied steadily and expeditiously. In accordance with the schedule, Element 1 will be complete by the
1st quarter of 2023. Element 3 has a planned completion by the 4th quarter of 2025.
National Environmental Policy Act Status - The Project Approvals Table indicates the status of specific NEPA approvals. All these requirements are complete for Elements 1 and 2. For Element 3, the
team is working on the approvals with expected completion for all of them by January 2023. All supporting documentation on the approvals can be found on the project website:
RAISERiversideDrive.com.
Other Approvals - The project area covers an existing railroad right-of-way corridor, which has already
been secured. Extensive research was conducted on the railroad at the time of purchase to ensure that
there are no reversionary rights or other claims on the property. Further information on the research
conducted can be viewed at RAISERiversideDrive.com.
The project team is actively engaged with each approval body and government agency to assure that
the correct considerations and requirements are being met. This process is underway for Element 3,
and there are no major risks foreseen. Review by other agencies other than those identified above are
not required for this project.
Environmental Studies - Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) studies are complete for the entire
Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor project area. All environmental studies (Phase I ESA
through approved cleanup plans) that describe in detail the known project impacts and include mitigation measures for the impacts are available on the project website: RAISERiversideDrive.com.
A Soil Management Plan was completed following the establishment of several monitoring wells on site
to confirm Phase 1and 2 Environmental Site Assessment recommendations. The PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) approved these plans. In fact, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)/DEP Permit is complete for Elements 1 and 2.
DOT Discussions - The project has been coordinated with PennDOT and the Federal Highway Administration PA field office at various levels. PennDOT contributed to design considerations and funding
of Lehigh Riverfront Master Plan (2012). The decommissioning of the rail corridor required PennDOT
approval. The Element 1 project area required PennDOT approval for specific improvements at the
Front Street and Tilghman Street intersection, the Front Street and Jordan Street intersection, as well
as the Front Street and American Parkway intersection. All three project team members, PennDOT,
City of Allentown and The Waterfront, successfully completed the expansion of the American Parkway
project. PennDOT has reviewed and coordinated with the development of The Waterfront’s development plan. In addition to the American Parkway project, discussions are helping to coordinate the
Tilghman Street bridge renovation project, the Lehigh River replacement bridge project, the widening of
Route 22 project and the modifications to Wood Street to connect Riverside Drive to the road network
during all phases of project work. No additional environmental clearances have been required as the
project falls within the limits of each of these other PennDOT projects.
Public Engagement - The Riverside Drive project is included in FutureLV: The Regional Plan that was
adopted by the Lehigh Valley Transportation Study (LVTS) and included an extensive public outreach
effort with 88 community events and 154 public planning workshops attended by 9,439 people; a
statistically valid survey with 1064 responses; over 340,000 people reached through social media and
24,000 through the project website. During the creation of FutureLV: The Regional Plan, the full LVPC
and LVTS boards were invited to participate in a working group to guide the development of the plan’s
goals and policies. The plan was released for public comment in August 2019 for 45 days, and the
public was notified several times about the opportunities to comment on the plan. The creation of the
project list for the plan included over 30 hours of public meetings and presentations of projects.
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TABLE 5: PROJECT APPROVALS
Permits, Agency and Utility Approvals

Element 1 Element 2

Element 3

Pennsylvania Game Commission

Complete

Complete

Complete

Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources

Complete

Complete

Complete

Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission

Complete

Complete

7/1/2022

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Complete

Complete

Complete

Lehigh County Conservation District (LCCD) - Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan

Complete

Complete

11/1/2022

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection/Army Corps of Engineers,
Chapter 105 General Permits, Water Obstructions and Encroachments - Joint Permit

Complete

Complete

11/21/2022

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Storm Water Discharge Point Permit

Complete

Complete

11/21/2022

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Environmental Site Assessment
Phase I and II

Complete

Complete

Complete

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Soil Management Plan

Complete

Complete

Complete

City of Allentown - Planning Commission

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

City of Allentown - Council

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

City of Allentown - Planning and Zoning - Land Development Plans

Complete

Complete

11/1/2022

City of Allentown - Engineering

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

N/A

N/A

11/1/2022

Utility: AT&T

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Century Link

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: PPL Electric Utilities

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Verizon Pennsylvania

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Terradex

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: UGI Utilities, Inc.

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Coplay Whitehall Sewer Authority

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Lehigh County Authority

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Service Electric Cable TV

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Utility: Buckeye Pipeline

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

Easements/Right-of-Way

Complete

Complete

11/1/2022

Department of Homeland Security/ Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Plain - Review

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

NEPA: Clean Water Act –Administered by LCCD

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

NEPA: Endangered Species Act –Administered by PNDI/ Game Commission/DCNR

Complete

Complete

7/1/2022

NEPA: National Historic Preservation Act –Administered by PHMC

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

NEPA: Section 4(f) of the DOT Act –Administered by PennDOT

Complete

Complete

1/1/2023

NEPA: Wetlands –A completed wetlands determination

Complete

Complete

7/1/2022

NEPA: Local Environmental –Administered by City

Complete

Complete

11/1/2022

NEPA: City and Township approvals

Complete

Complete

11/1/2022

Whitehall Township - Bureau of Planning, Zoning and Development - Land Development Plans

The LVPC, through Walk/RollLV: Active Transportation Plan, has completed a series of public engagement activities including a wikimap exercise to identify residents’ use and challenges to walking and
biking, and a flash mob event in the street to bring attention to biking and walking safety. The plan was
released for public comment in December 2019 for a 30-day period, and the public was notified repeatedly of the multiple opportunities to comment on the plan.
The development of Allentown Vision 2030 was an inclusive process that engaged thousands of community members through Community Collaboration Meetings, a citywide survey, neighborhood events
and the Vision 2030 Community Engagement Hub. The Allentown Vision 2030 goals, recommendations
and actions are based on input and ideas from across the Allentown
community.
Previous years of applying to the RAISE discretionary grant program funds have been accompanied by
public advocacy for the project. In 2019, the partner team started a campaign calling for support from
the residents of the Lehigh Valley to email and phone in their support. There were several major media
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FutureLV: The Regional Plan

Walk/RollLV: Active Transportation Plan

Allentown Vision 2030

segments on this project from our local media outlets, PBS39, WFMZ Channel 69, as well as articles in
the local newspapers. This has created a tremendous level of awareness and desire to see the project
accomplished.
The Waterfront Element 2 development site plan area served as a local example for an Environmental
Justice workshop that the US Environmental Protection Agency facilitated in Allentown in 2012. The
Lehigh Valley Land Recycling Initiative coordinated this well-attended and received workshop. The
developers were in attendance and incorporated the ideas and thoughts from the neighborhood into
their development plans. The LVPC and The Waterfront Development Company continue to engage the
public with updates on the projects and the response has been consistently positive.
To see more about these planning efforts and public engagement activities, please visit the project
website: RAISERiversideDrive.com. There is wide bipartisan support for this project on both the State
and Federal levels. Letters of support from these delegates are available on the project website and in
Appendix D.

Federal, State and Local Approvals
Walk/RollLV: Active Transportation Plan identified this project as its number one catalytic project for the
Lehigh Valley. Walk/RollLV and FutureLV: The Regional Plan, which were developed simultaneously
with the Long-Range Transportation Plan and supporting goals, policies and actions, highlight the Riverside/D&L Trail as a central priority for the region.
In addition, a connection to the project, managed by PennDOT, is included in FutureLV: The Regional
Plan’s Long-Range Transportation Plan. Specifically, an LVTS financial commitment to an adjacent
highway project (Route 22 widening and Wood Street Realignment) currently in design by PennDOT
Engineering District 5-0 (“District 5-0”). The Wood Street Realignment will be pulled out of the larger
Route 22 widening project and moved up onto the TIP, should RAISE grant project be awarded funding
for the connection to the proposed Riverside Drive project. The funding for the Wood Street Realignment project will be 80% federal with an 20% state match. Action will be taken by LVTS to include the
project on the TIP as a condition of federal review and approval to secure this grant. Once approved on
the local TIP it will automatically go on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) or
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) funding.
The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor is a result of over a decade of planning efforts
both within the City of Allentown and alongside regional, state and federal partners. Beginning with
the Allentown Re-Industrialization Plan and the Lehigh Riverfront Master Plan that built consensus
among stakeholders and developed an initial concept, the vision has been redefined and reaffirmed
with Allentown Vision 2030. The Vision 2030 plan lays out the commitment of the City and its partners
to efforts that will increase economic opportunity, facilitate inclusive growth, and enhance accessibility
and connectivity across the region. The partners are working closely with Allentown City and Whitehall
Township for any other requirements or approvals of for the construction of Element 3.
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(c)

Assessment of Project Risks and Mitigation Strategies

The Riverside Drive Multimodal Revitalization Corridor Project does not have any project risks that
would prevent the project from being completed within the grant timeline. The concerns included land
acquisition of the railroad right-of-way environmental assessment, DEP and Army Corps of Engineers
approvals, City approval, and a cultural resource study. These have all been completed or are underway, and as a result, established a precedent for the remaining design and development of Riverside
Drive for its entire length. The Wood Street realignment should the RAISE grant be funded will be the
accelerated on the TIP. The team will mobilize quickly to move this project through the approval process to prevent any issue in the Riverside Drive corridor connecting to the transportation network at
Route 22.
There are several activities in the Project Approvals Table under Element 3 that will be completed
in January 2023. The requirement for obligating the Federal funds is June 30, 2024; this gives an
18-month buffer for any issues that may arise. The project has a 5% contingency built into the budget to
account for any unforeseen conditions. To see the railroad right-of-way acquisition, including reversionary rights, please visit the project website: RAISERiversideDrive.com.

VI. BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
A Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) was conducted to provide
a quantitative analysis of several of the benefits the project will generate, specifically the Direct Benefits due to
mobility and safety improvements. In addition, some Indirect Benefits (due to improved recreational and health
outcomes) were also calculated. The BCA was conducted in accordance with the latest RAISE guidance from
the USDOT Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) and
the USDOT Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance for Discretionary Grant Programs (2021).
After discounting, over 30 years the total direct benefit is
expected to be nearly $115.94 million. The total Benefit-Cost Ratio for the project will be 2.90. Most of the
monetary benefits from the project results from safety
and travel time improvements. The safety benefits will
derive from the expected increase in safety with better
intersections and crossings and a better route for pedestrians and bicyclists. This of course leads to fewer opportunities for accidents and fatalities per mile travelled.

2.90

Benefit-Cost Ratio

$155.94
million

Net Present Value
Over a 50-year period the project will:
• Reduce Travel Time Savings
for Pedestrians/Bicyclists by
$24.65 million
• Reduce Travel Time Savings
for Automobile users by
$99.70 million
• Reduce Crash Cost Savings
by $51.72 million

Benefit-Cost Analysis, 2019 dollars
The travel time benefits are two-fold: pedestrian and
bicyclists will have access to new routes, “shortcuts”
through a currently abandoned industrial waterfront area that serves as a barrier to connecting the different parts of the region. At the same time, with a new riverfront corridor, drivers will also have a more
direct north-south route and will encounter fewer conflict areas with pedestrians and cyclists—thus a
driver will also see incremental travel time savings.

In summary, the benefits of the project will most likely significantly outweigh the costs of bringing the
project to fruition. Full details of the BCA are included in Appendix C and available on the project
website: RAISERiversideDrive.com.
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